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Lab 5:  Project – Arduino-controlled laser show 
 

Electromechanical control of optical systems is frequently necessary in physics experiments. For 

example, the technique of raster-scanning a beam across a sample or scanning a detector across a 

signal can be used to gather two-dimensional data from an experiment. This is often accomplished 

using a rotating mirror set up. In this project, you will use what you have learned about digital 

electronics and microcontroller programming to build a rough prototype of a laser-scanning device 

to draw simple shapes. Your device should use two mirrors (with their rotation axes perpendicular 

to each other) to scan a laser beam horizontally and vertically, fast enough that persistence of 

vision makes it appear that the laser beam draws a figure on a nearby surface (wall, ceiling, or 

screen). Once you have mastered drawing a diagonal line (which may be a bit jerky – it’s difficult 

to make a really smooth trace with the inexpensive actuators we have available for you to use), try 

to program additional shapes for your laser scanner to draw – squares, rectangles, triangles, stars, 

hexagons, circles, letters, etc.  

 

Tips: 

 Experiment with stepper motors and with micro servos – see if one produces a smoother 

scan than the other or better re-tracing for persistence of vision effect. Neither is 

particularly smooth, but, with the cheap parts we have available, do the best you can! 

 So that you can move your mirrors back and forth between steppers and servos, make two 

small blocks, drill a hole in one face of each to match the stepper motor shaft (making it a 

bit of a tight fit, so that you can press it onto the shaft and pull it back off), and hot glue a 

small mirror to an adjacent face of the block. 

 When attaching your block to a servo horn, use a small amount of hot glue, so that you can 

remove the block from the horn if you need to, and avoid the middle of the servo horn, so 

that you don’t get hot glue in the ribbed well that attaches the horn to the servo. 

 Wire your laser between 5V and an Arduino pin, so that you can use digitalWrite to turn it 

on and off. 

 Use a perforated circuit board and solid-core 22 AWG wire for soldering your project – do 

NOT use jumper wires from your Arduino kit! 

 For stand-alone power, you may use either the 5V DC power supply you made or a 9V 

battery (using the barrel jack battery clip from your Arduino kit). Ask for assistance if you 

decide to use your 5V DC power supply, since it cannot be connected to the barrel jack 

input of your Arduino board. 

 

Rules: 

 You may consult web-based resources, providing you cite and print an excerpt from each 

website you use (including full URL and date viewed).  

 You must also cite conversations with instructors, classmates, and anyone else you consult. 

 You may leave your Arduino board, laser, two motors, and any other components you use 

in the enclosure or structure you build to house your laser show.  

 The Plexiglas base, half-breadboard, USB cable, jumper wires, and other parts of your 

Arduino kit should be restored in the box and left at your station, along with your lab 

notebook and your completed project.  

 Return unused motors, servos, ICs, and other components to the appropriate storage bins! 


